
#TeamSync Disclaimer for communication and shares. 
Disclaimer: 
All communication originating from #TeamSync, electronic, voice, digital, encrypted or physical 
sources or if same has been forwarded from an external entity or from a secured device on 
BES12 enterprise server with the VPN credentials; the communication will be treated as 
specifically initiated to the intended recipient(s) and may be considered as confidential and 
privileged. The contents may have an internal information; not for use, sharing or broadcast with 
any other individual(s) vide print, electronic, copy, print/snap/snip-screen fx, visual photographic 
capture protocol or any mode whatsoever from your/your source proximity resources; directly or 
indirectly through or your eco-system units; unless authorized by your organization administrator 
with a recorded electronic or written consent whatsoever from authorised #TeamSync individual; 
where so-ever. In case you have received the communication by error and/or are not an 
intended recipient of the subjected communication and its contents; kindly ensure to delete all 
information from your system master controls and archives and ensure to inform by compulsory 
stated electronic recorded communication and email to #TeamSync info email id and CC to the 
sender of the subject communication to avoid repeated error, if applicable at-all. Terms and 
conditions with disclaimers are dynamically simulated by affecting factors and may be referred 
by clients, partners or associates, internal and external; direct and indirect at our official website 
mentioned in the subject communication. By reading this message and no communication within 
twenty-four hours of this communique', the observer or reader of the subject communication 
active or inactive with recipients inclusive; assumes acceptance of online T&Cs and disclaimer 
with allied policies of #TeamSync and assumes same as an acceptance of information with the 
recipients’ acceptance to Team Sync compliance rules as published dynamically on the Team 
Sync website mentioned in the subject communication. You can also email us at info@sync-
global.com for any clarity or escalation within twenty four hours of observance of this message 
unless which; the information contained in this and subjected communication T&Cs and 
disclaimers stays a binding on the recipient(s), observers and is valid thereof. The recipient of 
any old or new communication is also expected to understand that any third party information of 
alliances whatsoever, direct or indirect; if at all mentioned in this or subject electronic 
communication; has no bearing whatsoever on the consulting advise, information of consulting 
communication/data with respect to the sender of this or subject communication or/and email, 
physical, voice, message, print or published where so over and whatsoever and is mutually 
exclusive of any risk or liability; financial or other, if perceived; which may occur however, 
whatsoever. Team Sync, Sync-Global, and Sync Logo with all mentioned nomenclature(s) and 
design(s) on the website and all its communications outbound, print, published or shared (old 
and new) or in this or subject communication are global endorsements of all associate teams, 
direct or indirect and may not be copied or replicated vide electronic, print, written 
communication or any other broadcast or vide any individual or allied communication mode 
whatsoever. We have no other operational unit at India or abroad except for the aforesaid 
contact details mentioned in the subject communication and needs to be verified by the 
observant at our official website for any/or all types of communication. This disclaimer is an 
exclusive property of the aforementioned user consulting consortium unit members and cannot 
be replicated and copied for any purpose whatsoever by any entity/ individual. Use of external 
or third parties on any of our communication are privileged by their owners and may be used by 
#TeamSync and its direct and indirect associates only post a consent email from #TeamSync 
authorised communication portal. #TeamSync does not participate or endorse partner or 
associate opinions which may be their individual prerogative and is not liable for any risk 
material or non-material risks of liabilities including financial, monetary, future or past 
opportunity loss perceived if any. All consulting advises are requested to be re-validated by the 
user/observant and be exercised post user/observant consent only.    
 
Print all communications or attachments in this and/or any communication responsibly, if at all 
required and do not waste paper and energy resources which must be conserved. 
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